CALL FOR PAPERS #11

LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION

The importance of communication and knowledge of languages is firmly established in all fields of engineering. The number of international student exchange programmes and collaborative teaching projects are greatly growing, as well as engineering projects, which require international collaboration and teamwork. Engineering graduates are often expected to operate in an international arena. This session is addressing the following issues:

- Research on Languages for Engineering (Special) Purposes (LSP)
- Innovative language teaching and learning materials
- ICT-based language learning and teaching
- New Learning Environments
- CALL multimedia courseware
- Web-enhanced Language Learning
- Language issues in student and teacher mobility (international exchanges)
- Language policy in conjunction with textbook authoring

This conference emphasizes development of international partnerships in education and research. Through special sessions and international workshops, it provides ample opportunity for discussing future cooperative projects.

IMPORTANT DATES:

January 15, 2004: Abstract due (submit through website indicated below, with e-mail to Session Chair. Be sure to begin the text of your abstract with the title of this session)

February 10, 2004: Notice of preliminary acceptance

March 15, 2004: Paper submission deadline

March 15, 2004: Early registration deadline (required for final acceptance of papers)

March 15, 2004: Deadline for authors’ registration to ensure publishing of submitted papers

April 15, 2004: Notice of final acceptance based on peer review (Registration fees will be refunded if papers are not accepted)

Further information is available at the iCEER-2004 web site:


Session Chair: Hua-Li Jian, Assistant Professor,
Department of Foreign Languages and Literature
National Cheng Kung University
No. 1, Ta Hsueh Road, Tainan City 70101, Taiwan.
Phone: +886 6 2757575 ext 52241
E-mail: hljian@mail.ncku.edu.tw